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From World War II to present, there has been hidden within the highest levels of government

secrets that you are not supposed to discover. During the period of 1940 to this day the power

brokers, working from their positions of trust, have committed and then covered up the most heinous

of crimes known to mankind. Investigative journalist Craig Roberts, author of "Kill Zone--a Sniper

Looks at Dealey Plaza", now provides us with the results of his ten -year investigation regarding the

secret crimes and coverups of the U.S. Government. You will read his case files on such subjects

as the Japanese "Devil Unit 731" who experiments on American POWs in WWII with germ warfare

weapons--and what happened when the war ended and the commanding officer was hired by the

government instead of hanged for war crimes; Operation Paperclip in WWII when the U.S. brought

Nazi scientists to America to work for us on our weapons programs instead of standing trial as war

criminals; CIA and military mind control experiments on unsuspecting citizens--including

children--without our knowledge; Secret drug and bacteriological weapons experiments on the

American population; Atomic guinea pigs, Agent Orange, and the Gulf War Syndrome; what really

happened to over 30,000 U.S. POWs after World War II, Korea and Vietnam; International

assassinations, drug smuggling and money laundering; What the media did not tell you about the

shoot down of TWA 800, the bombing of Pan AM 103, the Oklahoma City bombing, the crash of

Arrow Air in Gander, Newfoundland, the derailment of the Sunset Limited in Arizona, the World

Trade Center bombing in 1993, and much moreÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.
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This is an incredible book that should be read by everyone in the USA ! I have studied the Vince

Foster case for quite a while, and this book puts all the pieces in place concerning his murder. I had

no idea how so many events tie together, but the proof is there.I am simply amazed that anyone

would vote for Hillary after reading about the laundering of drug money through her law firm. How

can we clean house in America when these are our politicians, people who are criminals.I can

recommend this book as one of the best books of TRUTH I have ever read.

Roberts tells it like a real pro because he is one. One of the best at documenting what really

happened after WW-II, which was that just about every war criminal in the world was taken into the

U.S. and treated like a king. And all the while our G.I.s were denied medical benefits and many were

left sick, jobless, and hopeless. Interesting Nazi technology was also illuminated. Other subjects of

note were: mind control experiments, Agent Orange, Gulf War Syndrome, and the experimentation

done on many, many Americans. This book is well written, well documented, and Craig has done a

super job of marrying his military experience with the excellent research that he has done. A must

read for G.I.s who might be thinking "Something is wrong with this picture." Craig puts that picture

into focus.Robert KirkconnellAuthor of:Ã‚Â American Heart of Darkness: Volume I: The

Transformation of the American Republic into a Pathocracy (Volume 1)

The Medusa Files gives extraordinary information to the reader. It also answers questions I

personally have wanted answered for years. This is my third time to read this amazing book. I keep

loaning my books out never seeing them again. This time I ordered on my Kindle so I can peruse at

my convenience.If you are wanting answers to some of the most dramatic events in U.S. History,

then you won't be disappointed with The Medusa Files.

This book has some pretty interesting stuff for the first several chapters, which seem to be fairly well



documented. However, the last few chapters have little, if any, documentation and begin to sound

like the rantings of a madman. In particular, he devotes a good bit of space saying that Saddam

Hussein has various weapons of mass destruction and that he is planning to use them against the

USA. I believe that has already been disproved. It is also bothersome that the book is copyrighted

2010 (although it may have been written in 2007) and Saddam was hanged in 2006!

I've met him. He's a meticulous, precise, pains-taking person.

I'm fairly well informed about governments, generally, and about our government, in particular; but

this book is a real eye-opener. The scope of our government's corruption is even worse than I

thought...if the author is unbiased and honest. It bothers me that he never mentioned the

involvement of Bill Clinton, in the Iran/Contra scandal, while he was the governor of Arkansas....

Everyone suspects various levels of ill doing by the federalgovernment. But a small percentage can

only grasp the totalgravity of the current situation. Read this book. Only theAlmighty can solve the

problems. But this info will prepareyou for what to expect..

A very well documented and a must read for all who want to learn who our covert government works

or does NOT work
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